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Abstract

The development of variable software, in general, and feature models, in particular, is an error-prone
and time-consuming task. It gets increasingly more challenging with industrial-size models containing
hundreds or thousands of features and constraints. Each change may lead to anomalies in the feature
model such as making some features impossible to select. While the detection of anomalies is well-
researched, giving explanations is still a challenge. Explanations must be as accurate and understandable
as possible to support the developer in repairing the source of an error. We propose a generic algorithm
for explaining different anomalies in feature models. We achieve a benefit for the developer by computing
short explanations and by emphasizing specific parts in explanations that are more likely to be responsible
for the anomaly. We provide an open-source implementation in FeatureIDE and show its scalability for
industrial-size feature models.
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1 Introduction
Variability has become a key characteristic to many software systems, especially considering the

steadily increasing demand for highly customizable products. Customers desire products that can

be tailored to their individual requirements, e.g., as in the automotive domain. Indeed, variability

enables systems to adapt to all kinds of environments or customer requirements, leading ultimately

to a large variant space, which has to be managed. As a result, product lines have been introduced

with variability management as a key concept several decades ago [7, 22]. A product line is a set

of related systems that have common and differing features. For example, each operating system

may have a GUI making it a core feature, but they can have an x86 or x64 architecture. Generating

a specific variant of the system can efficiently be achieved by maximizing the reuse potential with

the help of these core features. Hence, product lines enable a reduced time-to-market, are more

cost-efficient, and simplify the maintenance compared to classical development methods [9, 30].

Since not all combinations of features are useful, feature models are often used to express the

intended variability [5, 22]. Developing and maintaining feature models gets increasingly more dif-

ficult with regard to large product lines containing thousands of features and constraints such as

the Linux kernel. Uncontrolled evolution due to constantly changing requirements and dependen-

cies between features poses a major threat to the validity of the feature model and is a tedious task

for developers [28].

Evolution can introduce redundancy and inconsistencies as anomalies in a feature model [40]. A

feature model contains redundancy, if semantic information is modeled in multiple ways, which

is in general not preferable. Inconsistencies appear in a feature model, if semantic information is

modeled contradictory resulting in a feature that can never be selected, also called dead feature. To

detect those and further anomalies, adequate tool support is needed for developers when evolving

feature models [5, 4]. In addition to the detection, the user needs information in terms of why an

anomaly occurs in a feature model. These explanations support the correction of anomalies [5]. An

explanation is a subset of all dependencies that lead to an anomaly. Explanations are most helpful

if they are short and easy to understand. Hence, developers can focus on the relevant part of the

feature model and quickly comprehend the cause leading to an anomaly [4].

Existing work to compute explanations often includes only a subset of all anomaly types, gives ex-

planations only in form of logic formulas or does not scale [20, 31, 3]. Hence, we propose an approach

avoiding these limitations without putting additional workload on the developer or introducing

new language concepts to feature models. In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. We propose a generic algorithm for the explanation of anomalies that is easy to extend.

2. We aim to compute short explanations in natural language and emphasize most relevant parts

in explanations.

3. Based on our open-source tool support in FeatureIDE, we evaluate the scalability of our generic

algorithm.





2 Feature Models and
Anomalies
A feature model consists of a hierarchically arranged set of features and has typically a tree-like

graphical representation such as depicted in Fig. 2.1. Relationships between parent and child fea-

tures are expressed using the following notations and their semantics (see legend in Fig. 2.1 for

graphical notation) [22, 9]:

Mandatory – feature must be selected, if the parent is,

Optional – feature is optional,

Or – one or more subfeatures can be selected,

Alternative – only one subfeature can be selected.

Fig. 2.1 shows a significantly simplified feature model of a car. A car must have a Carbody and a

Gearbox. One can choose between a Manual or an Automatic gearbox. In addition, we can select a

Radio with different subfeatures, namely Ports, Navigation, and Bluetooth, further extending the func-

tionality. Navigation automatically includes a GPS system and may include maps for either Europe
or USA. Music can be played via USB, CD, or both options. Relationships between features that are

not directly related in the hierarchy of the feature tree are expressed using cross-tree constraints.

The cross-tree constraints are usually written in textual notation with propositional logic of which

six can be found in Fig. 2.1 below the feature tree. A feature model is typically translated to a sat-

isfiability (SAT) problem to detect anomalies or to find valid product variants [3]. The feature tree

itself does not produce any anomalies or inconsistencies, since it is simply not possible with the

semantic at hand. However, the introduction of cross-tree constraints often leads to anomalies.

Some examples are already visible in Fig. 2.1, which we now discuss in more detail.

void(FM) := ¬SAT(FM)

dead( f ) := ¬SAT(FM ∧ f )

f alseOpt( fopt) := TAUT(FM ∧ p( fopt) =⇒ fopt)

redundant(c) := TAUT(FM′ ⇔ FM′ ∧ c)

with TAUT(x) := ¬SAT(¬x)

Table 2.1.: Anomaly detection with a SAT solver. FM = feature model, f = feature of interest, fopt = optional

feature, p = parent of feature fopt, c = cross-tree constraint, FM = FM′ ∧ c, and x = propositional

formula.
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Figure 2.1.: Anomalies in a car feature model

Void Feature Models. The first anomaly that we want to tackle is probably the most severe. If the

developer encounters a void feature model, it is not possible to derive any variant of the product line.

For example in Fig. 2.1 adding the constraint Carbody ∧ ¬Gearbox would result in a void feature

model. A void model is detected by translating the feature model into a propositional formula and

using a SAT solver to check for a contradiction as illustrated in Table 2.1.

Dead Features. Features are regarded as dead, if they can never be selected in any variant of the

product line [40]. Hence, the feature has no effect at all. Table 2.1 shows the respective call of

the SAT solver. For example, in Fig. 2.1, Bluetooth and Manual are dead features. This anomaly is

problematic as software artifacts could be developed but never used.

False-Optional Features. A feature is defined as false-optional, if the selection of its parent makes

the feature itself selected as well, although it is defined as optional and not mandatory. Fig. 2.1

presents two false-optional features, namely Ports and Navigation. It can be hard to determine the

necessary repairs in a feature model, especially if the features may not even occur in the cross-tree

constraint as the feature Ports. Again, the respective SAT call is presented in Table 2.1.

Redundant Constraints. A cross-tree constraint is redundant if its removal does not change the

validity of configurations. For example, constraints that imply the selection of a core feature, which

is always selected. This redundancy is quite easy to detect and solve, since the developer only has

to remove the specific constraint. The process gets far more difficult if the redundancy is caused

by the concatenation of numerous cross-tree constraints and it is not obvious, which constraint

should be removed. A SAT solver checks if identical solutions are satisfiable for two feature models.

One feature model contains the redundant constraint and a second model does not contain it, while

they are identical in all other aspects (see Table 2.1).

Problem Statement. Feature models and their underlying propositional logic already exist for sev-

eral decades. Hence, it is not surprising that an extensive amount of research is available, especially

considering the analysis of feature models. Indeed, the identification of anomalies is often avail-
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able in feature modeling tools such as FeatureIDE [23] or pure::variants
1
. The explanation of these

anomalies is often neglected or not sufficient in terms of explanation length, scalability and com-

prehensibility [5, 3, 25, 19, 38]. At this point, we leave it to the reader to find explanations for the

anomalies shown in Fig. 2.1. It will most likely take quite some effort even for such a small feature

model. In feature models with less than 50 features and even fewer cross-tree constraints, develop-

ers may be able to see the reason for redundant cross-tree constraints or anomalies in general [3].

This point gets increasingly more difficult with larger feature models. The next section tackles the

theoretical part of our explanation algorithm. The anomalies in Fig. 2.1 are explained in Section 5

using our implementation in FeatureIDE.

1
https://www.pure-systems.com/





3 Generic Anomaly Explanation
It is our motivation to support the developer in a way that a solid decision process is possible re-

gardless of the anomaly type leading to the following three criteria for our algorithm:

1. Generic: The algorithm should be generic to cover all anomalies mentioned in the previous

section.

2. Efficient: The algorithm should scale to large feature models with thousands of features and

constraints.

3. Informative: Explanations should be as short as possible and more important parts should be

highlighted.

The foundations of the explanation algorithm are based on previous work by Batory and can be

found in a tool called GUIDSL which is part of the AHEAD tool suite [3]. It successfully adapts basic

ideas of the Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP) algorithm to provide justifications for selected

and deselected features. In GUIDSL, a user can select a specific feature and gets feedback why other

features are not available anymore. However, explanations are just given in terms of propositional

formulas and GUIDSL does only support the explanation of dead features. It provides the user with

explanations considering the configuration possibilities of a product line. BCP on its part is a sound

algorithm and used as an inference engine for a Logic Truth Maintenance System (LTMS). In the

following, we explain the LTMS and BCP in more detail as foundation of our work. The necessary

adaptations to use BCP for the explanation of anomalies are described in Section 4.

3.1. Logic Truth Maintenance System
Truth maintenance is a wide-spread approach in the area of artificial intelligence for implementing

inference systems. The core of a truth maintenance system (TMS) is an inference engine which

derives assumptions about variable values and maintains the reason for its belief. A TMS can be

used to perform a range of activities such as explanation capabilities, reasoning, and propositional

deduction [13]. Different types of TMSs exist in literature [32, 11, 27]. They differ in their fundamental

structure, implementation, and functions. A powerful TMS is the logic truth maintenance system

(LTMS), which is implemented in GUIDSL [3]. An LTMS is a boolean constraint propagation-based

approach which can be used to infer an explanation. The basic principle of LTMS is depicted in

Fig. 3.1. As the LTMS is based on logical constructions, we need a logical specification with (a) a

set of boolean variables, (b) a propositional formula which consists of clauses constraining theses

variables, (c) premises which are permanent assignments of truth values to variables, and (d) a set of

assumptions which are assignments of truth values to variables that may be revoked later.

We focus on the LTMS ability to compute inferences which follow assumptions and derive truth

value assignments to variables. Whenever an inference is made, the LTMS stores the reason for

the inference. The LTMS is able to find contradictions in the propositional formula depending on
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Figure 3.1.: LTMS

the given premises, e.g., the truth value of a dead feature must be false and by setting its value to

true, LTMS computes a contradiction at some point. After the occurrence of this contradiction, the

stored reasons can be used to generate explanations.

An automated analysis of the feature model in its logical representation as a propositional formula

gives us the information, if anomalies occur. This information serves as input to the LTMS: The set

of boolean variables represents features from the feature model. A propositional formula is derived

from the feature tree and cross-tree constraints. Premises are based on the anomaly that we want

to explain.

3.2. Boolean Constraint Propagation
As mentioned before, the core of an LTMS is its inference engine namely boolean constraint propa-

gation (BCP) [3]. Boolean constraints are represented by means of boolean formulas and are a special

case of constraint satisfaction problems [1]. They use typical connectives such as AND, OR, and NOT

to combine variables. To reason about boolean constraints, rules can be applied to propagate known

values for boolean variables. Two simple example rules are shown below:

1. X ∧ Y = Z: If Z = true, then X and Y must be true.

2. X ∨ Y = Z: If X = false ∧ Z = true, then Y must be true.

BCP is also known as Unit Resolution and makes use of such rules to conclude inferences [10]. This

type of inference forms the basis to increase the efficiency of a boolean constraint solver [8].

Input to a BCP is usually specified as a set of variables defined by a three-value logic (true, false,

unknown) and a formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF). A CNF is a conjunction of clauses. A

clause consists of a set of literals. A literal for its part is a variable or its negation. A formula is

satisfied, if at least one literal in every clause is true. Consequently, a truth value assignment that

satisfies the formula represents a product in the SPL [3].

The basic idea of a BCP is to assign a type to every clause:

Satisfied: at least one literal is true

Violated: all literals are false

Unit-Open: one literal is unknown while the remaining literals are false

Non Unit-Open: more than one literal is unknown, the rest is false
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Hence, we can observe that a unit-open clause can be satisfied by setting its unknown literal to true

and a violated clause is equivalent to a contradiction.

Example. Regarding the clause ¬A ∨ B ∨ C, the different types are demonstrated:

If A is false, the clause is satisfied.

If A is true, B is false and C is false, the clause is violated.

If A is true, B is false and C is unknown, the clause is unit-open. C is derived as true.

If A is true and B and C are unknown, the clause is non unit-open.

A general overview of BCP algorithm is presented in Fig. 3.2. BCP is invoked on initial assignments

which propagate the consequences of premises. The selection of truth values for the premises are

a crucial step and form the core of our generic algorithm, since they are responsible for the com-

putation of a contradiction in the CNF. In its first iteration, the algorithm pushes every unit-open

clause it encounters in the CNF to a stack. Iteratively, unit-open clauses are removed from the stack

and BCP infers the truth value of the unknown literal. Afterwards, the CNF is searched for new

unit-open clauses. Whenever the BCP algorithm detects a violation during constraint propagation,

it reports the contradiction and terminates.

Figure 3.2.: Overview of BCP

The information storage of a BCP algorithm consists of a 3-tuple with

{conclusion, reason, {antecedents}}

for every derived value assignment. Conclusion represents a value assignment to a variable. Reason
is the predicate or unit-open clause that lead to the derived value. Antecedents are the remaining

variables in the unit-open clause whose values were referenced and for which the algorithm also

maintains a 3-tuple.

Example. Consider the formula of a feature model: (A ⇒ B) ∧ (B ⇒ ¬A), which is transformed

to a CNF: (¬A ∨ B) ∧ (¬B ∨ ¬A). As presented in Table 3.1, BCP sets A = true and maintains its

reason as premise. A premise does not have antecedents. BCP pushes respective unit-open clauses

from the CNF to a stack. After examining (¬B ∨ ¬A), BCP infers B = f alse, records its unit-open

clause as reason and refers to variable A as its value was referenced. The BCP algorithm discovers the

violated clause (¬A ∨ B) and reports the contradiction which we can use to generate explanations.

LTMS and BCP are able to support the configuration process of a product line by giving expla-

nations in propositional logic why a specific feature cannot be selected anymore [3]. To the best of
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ID Con. Reason AC Stack

#1 A=1 premise (¬A ∨ B), (¬B ∨ ¬A)

#2 B=0 (¬B ∨ ¬A) #1 (¬A ∨ B)
#3 (¬A ∨ B) #2 violated clause

Table 3.1.: BCP process. AC = Antecedents, Con. = Conclusion

our knowledge, LTMS and its internal inference engine BCP were never used to explain all of the

considered anomalies in feature models or to give feedback in natural language. We adapted the

BCP algorithm to do both.



4 Explanations for Anomalies
Given the original algorithm, the adapted BCP is straightforward to understand and it can explain

all anomalies by varying the input parameters resulting in a generic approach. Minimal use cases

for every anomaly serve as examples to demonstrate its applicability and are depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Dead Features. The most severe anomaly is a void feature model. The explanation of a void feature

model is identical to the explanation of a dead feature, since a void model means that even the

root feature is dead. We omit a separate section for void models at this point and focus on the

explanation of dead features. BCP is used to compute a contradiction in the CNF and it generates

an explanation based on the reasons for this contradiction. A contradiction in the CNF occurs, if the

truth value assignment of the dead feature in the CNF is true. During the constraint propagation,

BCP will encounter a violated clause and generate explanations.

An exemplary application to explain a dead feature is demonstrated with the feature model illus-

trated in Fig. 4.1a. An alternative feature E is implied by a core feature B which results in E to be

dead. First, we build the CNF of the feature model as in Table 4.1. During the creation of a CNF,

we additionally store information about the tracing of each literal to the feature model, since every

literal belongs to a clause which either originates from the feature tree topology or from a cross-tree

constraint. Then, the premise D = true is propagated. As D is initially bound, it does not have any

antecedents and all other variables are set to unknown. In a next step, all unit-open clauses from

the CNF are collected in a stack. If all unit-open clauses have been pushed to the stack, the last oc-

curred clause (¬D ∨¬E) is removed from the stack and examined. Since D is bound as true and the

clause has to be satisfied, variable E is concluded to be false. The algorithm continues until a value

is set resulting in a violated clause of the CNF, which is the case for the clause (A). A is the root

feature and set to false in the fourth iteration of BCP resulting in a contradiction. The stack in (#5) is

omitted at this point, but instead we present the violated clause of the CNF. Since the information

of the tracing between all used clauses and the feature model is available, we can reuse it to create a

comprehensible explanation. An explanation can be generated by reporting the reasons: first, take

the violated clause into account and, second, traverse the reasons for conclusions backwards to the

premises. To shorten the explanation, initial value assumptions do not need to be reported. For the

dead feature D, the explanation is shown in natural language in Table 4.1.

False-Optional Features. False-optional features are modeled as optional, but are always present if

their parent is as well. The adaption of the BCP algorithm is intuitive: By setting the truth value

of an false-optional feature to false and the direct parent feature to true, a contradiction will appear.

The CNF must contain the constraint which leads to a false-optional feature, since no violation

would occur otherwise. An example for a false-optional feature is shown in Fig. 4.1b. Analogue to

the process for dead features, we create the CNF and store the information about the origin of the

clauses.

Table 4.2 demonstrates the constraint propagation of the BCP algorithm. Setting the false-optional
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Figure 4.1.: Minimal examples of anomalies. FO = false-optional, RC = redundant constraint, S = shorter explana-
tion.

feature D to false, and its parent B to true, infers features C to be false. In the third iteration, C has

to be false to satisfy the constraint (¬C ∨ D). This is a contradiction to the clause (¬B ∨ C).

Redundant Constraints. A cross-tree constraint is only redundant, if and only if the relationship

among its features is already modeled in some other way in the feature model. This relationship

can be used to explain the redundant constraint. Therefore, the generated CNF from the feature

model without the redundant constraint is needed. Setting the premises is a bit more challenging

in this case. The truth values of the redundant constraint must result in a non-satisfiable con-

straint and therefore a contradiction, because information from the redundant constraint is still

comprised in the CNF. We can have multiple assignments leading to a non-satisfiable constraint. It

is necessary to analyze all of these combinations, since individual explanations may be incomplete.

Each combination may result in a different explanation and only their union gives us a fully fledged

explanation. Duplicate parts are ignored to keep it short.

For instance, we consider the feature model in Fig. 4.1c. The constraint B ∧ C is redundant since

B and C will always appear even without the constraint. The CNF of the feature model without

redundancy is shown in Table 4.3. Creating a truth table for the redundant constraint B∧C results in

three different assignments that lead to an invalid formula. Table 4.3 presents the results computed

by BCP. First, variables B and C are both bound to false. The latest unit-open clause (¬D ∨ B)
is removed from the stack and examined. Since B is bound false and the clause has to be satisfied,

variable D is concluded to be false. The algorithm continues until a value is set resulting in a violated

clause of the CNF, which is again the case for the clause (A). In the second iteration, variable B is

set to false and C is set to true. A violation in the CNF clause (¬C ∨ B) appears since all terms

are false. The third iteration sets variable B to true and C to false. A violation in the CNF clause

(¬B ∨ C) appears since all terms are false. Gathering the reasons for the three iterations results in

the following set of clauses:

{(A), (¬A ∨ B), (¬C ∨ B), (¬B ∨ C)}
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CNF: (A) ∧ (¬A ∨ B) ∧ (¬A ∨ C) ∧ (¬B ∨ A)

∧(¬C ∨ A) ∧ (¬C ∨ D ∨ E) ∧ (¬D ∨ C) ∧ (¬E ∨ C)
∧(¬D ∨ ¬E) ∧ (¬B ∨ E)

ID Con. Reason AC Stack

#1 D=1 premise (¬D ∨ C), (¬D ∨ ¬E)
#2 E=0 (¬D ∨ ¬E) #1 (¬D ∨ C), (¬B ∨ E)
#3 B=0 (¬B ∨ E) #2 (¬D ∨ C), (¬A ∨ B)
#4 A=0 (¬A ∨ B) #3 (¬D ∨ C)
#5 (A) #4 violated clause

Explanation: Feature D is dead, because: A is the root (#5),
B is a mandatory child of A (#4), B ⇒ E is a constraint (#3),
E and D are alternative children of C (#2).

Table 4.1.: Explaining the dead feature D.

CNF: (A) ∧ (¬A ∨ B) ∧ (¬B ∨ A) ∧ (¬B ∨ C)
∧(¬C ∨ B) ∧ (¬D ∨ B) ∧ (¬C ∨ D)

ID Con. Reason AC Stack

#1 D=0 premise

#2 B=1 premise (¬B ∨ A), (¬B ∨ C),
(¬C ∨ D)

#3 C=0 (¬C ∨ D) #1 (¬B ∨ A), (¬B ∨ C)
#4 (¬B ∨ C) #3 violated clause

Explanation: Feature D is false-optional, because: C is
a mandatory child of B (#4) and C ⇒ D is a constraint
(#3).

Table 4.2.: Explaining the false-optional feature D.

Although the clause (¬D ∨ B) is existent in the reasons, it is skipped since the explanations are

generated backwards. The conclusion for variable A references variable C while ignoring all con-

clusions in between. Table 4.3 shows the final explanation.

4.1. Characteristics of BCP
Overall, the BCP algorithm meets the previously defined requirements. It is generic, since BCP

works on the basis of logical constructions. Every propositional formula can be transformed into a

CNF. Since a feature model can be mapped to a propositional formula, the BCP can process every

kind of feature model regardless of their number of features, tree length, constraints, or anoma-

lies. BCP is normally used to efficiently implement artificial intelligence and was already invented

several decades ago [16]. BCP only maintains reasons leading to inferences. Clauses, which do not

contribute to a violation during the propagation, are not used for the explanation. The additional

tracing of CNF clauses to their feature model origin provides us with the information to create nat-

ural language explanations. A combination of both aspects leads to informative explanations for the
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CNF: (A) ∧ (¬A ∨ B) ∧ (¬B ∨ A) ∧ (¬B ∨ C)
∧(¬C ∨ B) ∧ (¬D ∨ B)

ID Con. Reason AC Stack

#1.1 B=0 premise

#1.2 C=0 premise (¬A ∨ B), (¬D ∨ B)
#1.3 D=0 (¬D ∨ B) #1.1 (¬A ∨ B)
#1.4 A=0 (¬A ∨ B) #1.1

#1.5 (A) #1.4 violated clause

#2.1 B=0 premise

#2.2 C=1 premise

#2.3 (¬C ∨ B) #2.1 violated clause

#3.1 B=1 premise

#3.2 C=0 premise

#3.3 (¬B ∨ C) #3.1 violated clause

Explanation: Constraint B ∧ C is redundant, because: A is
the root (#1.5), B is a mandatory child of A (#1.4) and C is
a mandatory child of B (#2.3, #3.3).

Table 4.3.: Explaining the redundant constraint B ∧ C.

developer.

A minor drawback in BCP is that it cannot infer all truth values when it should. Consider two

clauses: A ⇒ B, B ⇒ ¬A. The first constraint selects B if A is selected, while the second constraints

deselects A. Therefore, selecting A implies its deselection. BCP is not able to infer that A cannot

be present in a product. It only reveals the contradiction as soon as A is selected [20]. However,

this characteristic is not restrictive for the generic explanation algorithm, since the detection of

anomalies is performed by the feature modeling tool and not part of our contribution.

4.2. Improvements
In order to explain an anomaly, the adapted BCP algorithm only presents relevant parts to the de-

veloper bundled in an explanation. However, an anomaly might have multiple explanations which

differ in their size. Finding several explanations for a certain anomaly enables different improve-

ments that we present in the following.

Finding Short Explanations. BCP is also order-sensitive. Hence, the explanation depends on the or-

der of clauses in the CNF. For example, processing a CNF from left to right may lead to a different

explanation than from right to left. In particular, the BCP algorithm does not always find an expla-

nation with a minimal length. A short explanation on its part offers the advantage of an improved

comprehensibility for the developer, considering a feature model with thousands of features and

corresponding large explanations for anomalies. Decoupling the algorithm from its order-sensitivity
results in examining the clauses of the CNF in every possible order to find a minimal explanation.

A first approach lies in the permutation of all CNF clauses. Running the algorithm on every possi-

ble clause order ensures finding a minimal explanation. However, this approach is not feasible in
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A

B C

D F G

B  ⇒  C

D  ⇒  G

D  ∨  C

Feature C is false-optional, because: 
G is an or child of C (2/3)

D => G is a constraint (2/3)

D v C is a constraint (3/3)

Figure 4.2.: Example of emphasized explanation parts.

terms of efficiency.

We propose a heuristic that takes advantage of the stack maintaining unit-open clauses. However,

it does not guarantee to find a minimal explanation. The naive BCP algorithm reports a contra-

diction as soon as a violation occurs and terminates, while the stack might still contain unit-open

clauses. Running the algorithm with those clauses again, BCP can generate further explanations.

Consider Fig. 4.1d which contains the redundant cross-tree constraint E ⇒ B. The naive algorithm

described previously generates an explanation in form of: Constraint E ⇒ B is redundant, because:
E is a mandatory child of D, D is a mandatory child of C and C is a mandatory child of B. Running the

algorithm with the remaining clauses in the stack, a shorter explanation can be generated. For this

example it is: Constraint E ⇒ B is redundant, because: A is the root, B is a mandatory child of A. Both

explanations comprise only relevant information to explain the constraint. However, the second

explanation with a shorter length simply reports that feature B is mandatory instead of reporting

the transitive chain which arises from the redundant constraint.

Emphasizing Core Parts in Explanations. As previously explained, several explanations can be gener-

ated for different anomalies. Besides finding a shorter explanation, this information can be further

processed. Since every explanation consists of explanation parts which either represent a child-

parent relationship or a constraint, same explanation parts might occur in multiple explanations for

an anomaly. Such common explanation parts are more likely to represent the cause of an anomaly.

Hence, editing respective parts of the feature topology or cross-tree constraints increases the prob-

ability to repair the anomaly.

For instance, changing a cross-tree constraint that is not available in all explanations cannot fix

the anomaly, since at least one explanation containing a different cause remains for this anomaly.

Fig. 4.1e demonstrates a feature model including three cross-tree constraints resulting in a false-

optional feature C. The adapted BCP algorithm generates the following three explanations for this

anomaly:

1. G is an or child o f C, D ⇒ G is a constraint and
D ∨ C is a constraint.

2. D ∨ C is a constraint, D is a mandatory child o f B
and B ⇒ C is a constraint.

3. D ∨ C is a constraint, D ⇒ G is a constraint and
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G is an or child o f C.

Comparing the explanations above leads to the observation that D ∨C is a constraint occurs most

often in the explanations. Removing this constraint will repair the anomaly. Such information can

be visually highlighted within an explanation in order to point out an explanation part which is

more likely to cause the faulty relationship. Fig. 4.2 is a teaser for the next section and shows how

the emphasis of core parts in explanations works in our implementation. By simply hovering the

cursor on-top of the false-optional feature C, the developer gets the explanation on the right side of

Fig. 4.2. One full explanation is shown. Behind every explanation part, numbers indicate how often

a part is present in all generated explanations. This is also indicated by a color-intensity, which

ranges from black to red. Black explanation parts are only present in one explanation at all, while

red parts occur in all explanations.



5 Evaluation
Next, we give a description of our prototypical implementation in FeatureIDE, explain anomalies

of the Car feature model from Section 2, and explore the adapted BCP algorithm in practice with

feature models of different sizes in terms of features and constraints. For the evaluation, we inves-

tigate the typical size of a short explanation (cf. Section 4.2) as well as the time it takes to compute

it. In detail, we investigate the following research questions:

RQ1: Do explanations contain the necessary constraints to understand the anomaly?
RQ2: What is the performance impact of the algorithm?
RQ3: What is the average length of a short explanation?

5.1. Implementation
We provide a prototypical implementation in the open-source framework FeatureIDE and it will

be part of the next major release, namely FeatureIDE 3.1.0
1
. The implementation of the adapted

BCP uses the CNF generated from a feature model to infer reasons for an anomaly. An explanation

is built by the combination of several reasons. However, such an explanation only consists of pure

CNF clauses leading to the contradiction in the BCP algorithm (cf. Section 3). The information

about CNF clauses is hardly beneficial for the developer, since their relation to the feature model is

not obvious. We focus on the challenging task to provide the developer with useful feedback which

is why we trace the relations between the feature model and its CNF clauses.

In a feature model, every feature comprises structural information. A feature occurs in a tree

topology and may additionally occur in cross-tree constraints. Regarding the tree topology, a feature

can take up different roles, i.e. child or parent and be additionally either mandatory, optional or in

alternative and or groups. In order to generate explanations in natural language, the reasons can be

presented using the feature model structure (cf. Section 4). The tracing of a clause to the feature

model comes with some difficulties:

Transforming the feature model into a CNF results in a one-to-many relationship between

a feature and literals which represent a feature in the formula. Therefore, every literal has

to carry its structural information whether it is child or parent in the tree topology or is

contained inside a cross-tree constraint.

This annotation of a literal has to be as efficient as possible, since FeatureIDE operates with

literals in many different processes.

The annotation of every literal with the structural information takes place during the creation of

the propositional formula. FeatureIDE itself already provides means to retrieve the structural in-

formation of a feature which is reused in this process. The source code is available on GitHub
2
.

1
http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti_db/research/featureide/

2
https://github.com/FeatureIDE/FeatureIDE/tree/explanations/
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5.2. Qualitative Evaluation
Given our implementation, we can explain the anomalies presented in Section 2 and answer RQ1.

Each anomaly of the Car feature model depicted in Fig. 2.1 is explained by a screenshot showing its

explanation in FeatureIDE.

CD DigitalCards

USA

BluetoothNavigation

USB

Europe

Ports Manual

Carbody Radio

GPS

Car

Gearbox

Automatic

Navigation  ⇒  USB

Europe  ⇒  Gearbox

GPS  ⇒  USB

Carbody  ∧  Gearbox

Radio  ∧  Gearbox  ⇒  Navigation

Carbody  ⇒  Automatic  ∧  ¬ Bluetooth

(a) Explaining the dead features.

Feature Navigation is false-optional, because:

Car is the root (1/1)

Gearbox is a mandatory child of Car (1/1)

Radio ⋀ Gearbox => Navigation is a constraint (1/1) 

Feature Ports is false-optional, because:

Car is the root (1/1)

Gearbox is a mandatory child of Car (1/1)

Radio ⋀ Gearbox => Navigation is a constraint (1/1)

Navigation => USB is a constraint (1/1) 

USB is an or child of ports (1/1)

Radio ⋀ Gearbox => Navigation 

(b) Explaining the false-optional features.

Constraint is redundant, because:

Car is the root (1/2)

Gearbox is a mandatory child of Car (2/2)

Europe => Gearbox

GPS => USB

Carbody ⋀ Gearbox  

Constraint is redundant, because:

GPS is a mandatory child of Navigation (2/2)

Navigation => USB is a constraint (2/2)

Constraint is redundant, because:

Car is the root (4/6)

Gearbox, Carbody are mandatory children of Car (4/6)

(c) Explaining the redundant constraints.

Figure 5.1.: Explanations for the Car feature model.

Dead Features. The Car feature model has two dead features, namely Bluetooth and Manual. For

convenience, Fig. 5.1a shows not only the explanations for both dead features, but also the feature

model once more. Due to the core feature Carbody, we must select an Automatic transmission. Au-
tomatic itself is part of an alternative group and therefore excludes all other features in this group,

here only Manual. Bluetooth is dead, since its negation is implied by a core feature. The algorithm

generates two explanations for both.

False-Optional Features. Fig. 5.1b shows the cross-tree constraint responsible for the two false-

optional features Ports and Navigation. Navigation must always be selected based on this constraint.
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Model # F # C # RC # D # FO

PPU 52 15 6 0 0

200-Model 200 20 8 106 13

500-Model 500 50 14 262 56

1000-Model 1,000 100 44 628 138

2000-Model 2,000 200 87 1,236 254

Automotive 2,513 2,833 563 192 12

Table 5.1.: Overview of evaluated feature models.

In contrast, Ports is only false-optional by taking a second cross-tree constraint into account with

Navigation ⇒ USB. The explanation reveals this connection. Only one explanation was generated

for these anomalies.

Redundant Constraints. Overall, there are three cross-tree constraints marked as redundant in the

feature model in Fig. 5.1c. Carbody ∧ Gearbox is redundant, because both features are already core

features. The algorithm generated six explanations for this anomaly. Among all explanations, we

present the improved one concerning length and coloring. The cross-tree constraint Europe ⇒
Gearbox is redundant as implying a core feature is meaningless. In case of the last example GPS ⇒
USB the redundancy is caused by the concatenation of two cross-tree constraints. By selecting the

Navigation, it is already implied that the car has a USB port. Hence, it is not necessary to imply USB
again with the GPS feature, which is automatically selected with Navigation because it is mandatory.

Two explanations with identical parts were generated for this anomaly.

As a result, we observed that the explanations contain the required information to fix the anoma-

lies. For the Car feature model, we have successfully shown the applicability of the presented algo-

rithm as well as the satisfaction of RQ1. We are aware that this example does not cover a complete

qualitative analysis of our approach with external developers. However, we postpone a detailed user

study to further prove its benefits to future work.

5.3. Quantitative Evaluation
As next step, we focus on performance measurements and evaluations concerning the length of the

short explanations to answer RQ2 and RQ3. Table 5.1 presents the evaluated feature models along

with information about their number of features, constraints, and anomalies.

The first feature model, namely the Pick and Place Unit (PPU), originates from the Institute of Au-
tomation and Information Systems of the Technical University Munich. It is a real-world automation

system [12]. Furthermore, additional generated feature models consisting of 200, 500, 1.000, and

2.000 features with a growing number of constraints and anomalies were used for the performance

measurements and are freely available at the FeatureIDE website. A feature model from the auto-

motive industry represents the biggest feature model with 2.513 features and 2.833 constraints and is

our second real-world example. Void feature models were prohibited in the automatic generation

process. The evaluation includes all detected anomalies in the feature models. The computation

time has been measured using an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4800MQ CPU with 2.7 GHz and 16-GB RAM.

Computation Time. Table 5.2 shows the computation times for all performance measurements.

First, each feature model was analyzed in FeatureIDE without the generation of any explanation
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Model No Expl. (s) Tracing (s) 1. Expl. (s) Shorter Expl. (s) Colored Expl. (s)

PPU 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.06

200-Model 0.37 0.40 0.87 1.21 1.28

500-Model 5.08 5.53 9.67 11.42 11.65

1000-Model 43.42 46.41 88.77 116.77 116.96

2000-Model 352.61 372.89 567.27 831.72 832.11

Automotive 6,453.30 7,421.96 16,473.90 16,540.66 16,546.44

Table 5.2.: Computation times for all feature models in seconds (s).

(2. column). FeatureIDE only detects anomalies here. Second, we measured the computation time

for the detection including our additional annotations for the tracing process. Third, we recorded

the time to generate explanations. This part is divided into three individual steps (columns 4-6

in Table 5.2). The given values always include the anomaly detection and tracing time as well. The

fourth column shows the time to calculate a first explanation for all anomalies in the feature model.

Next, the algorithm tries to find shorter explanations and in a last step the explanation parts are

colored based on their occurrence. Colored explanations force the generation of a first and possibly

shorter (improved) one. All measurements have been repeated ten times for all models to reduce

computation bias and we present the average in Table 5.2. We can observe that the computation

time is roughly doubled in case of generating first explanations. In most cases, finding shorter ex-

planations takes an additional 30% time over finding first ones, while the coloring process is almost

instantly finished. Overall, the results look promising even for larger models.

Improved Explanation Length. The length of an explanation is measured in its number of parts.

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the explanation length for all improved explanations found in the feature models.

Given the rather small product line of the PPU, we observe that each explanation has at most seven

parts (cf. Fig.5.2a). Although the next model is about four times larger, we only see a slight increase

in the explanation length in Fig. 5.2b. This trend continues for the larger models as well. Even for

the Automotive feature model 50% of the explanations are positioned within 4 and 25 parts.

While reasoning on the length of improved explanations, we can determine the frequency of a first

explanation already being the best possible based on our algorithm. In Table 5.3, the number of ex-

planations for redundant constraints per model is illustrated as well as a how often an improved

explanation has been found in later processing steps. Additionally, a relative shortening concern-

ing the explanation length is presented. Given these results, we were able to make the following

Model # Expl. # Improved Expl. Shorter (%)

PPU 6 1 44,4

200-Model 8 2 50,0

500-Model 14 2 25,1

1000-Model 44 11 39,7

2000-Model 87 21 48.4

Automotive 563 56 29,8

Table 5.3.: Finding improved explanations.

observations:
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Figure 5.2.: Improved explanation lengths.

The average explanation length increases only slightly compared to the number of features

and constraints.

In most cases, the adapted BCP already finds a short explanation in the first step.

Searching for shorter explanations is worth the additional computation time as they are 25-

50% smaller.

We conclude that the performance impact of the adapted BCP is acceptable with a doubling of the

computation time, thus answering RQ2. Considering the length of shorter explanations (RQ3), we

conclude that even for large feature models a significant number of explanations stay below 20 parts,

which is still comprehensible for developers.





6 Related Work
There has been done a considerate amount of work on feature modeling and the automated analysis

of feature models. FeatureIDE, TVL, FAMILIAR, SPLConqueror, Clafer, and pure::variants are some

results of this research [6, 29, 33, 2]. In addition, many approaches including the previously men-

tioned ones already provide support for the detection of anomalies [5, 4, 15]. Hemakumar uses the

SPIN model checker to detect anomalies with a BCP implementation in the background [20]. The

approach is limited due to the difficulty of model checking large feature models. Another approach

focuses mainly on requirements for product lines, but can also detect anomalies in feature models.

However, no support for explanations is mentioned [40].

Considering the explanation process, we are most closely related to previous work by Batory [3].

The first attempt to connect propositional formulas to product lines was performed by Mannion [26].

Batory built upon this work and introduced LTMS and BCP to support developers in the config-

uration of a variant based on a feature model [3]. The implementation is available in GUIDSL and

provides feedback in terms of why a certain feature cannot be selected. Hence, GUIDSL can explain

dead features. However, the explanations are only presented in form of propositional formulas that

can be quite difficult to understand. In addition, the remaining anomalies are not explained at all.

We used this approach as foundation and improved it by explaining all anomalies, emphasizing im-

portant parts, provide natural language explanations, show its scalability and rather than focusing

on the configuration process, we already support the developer during development of the feature

model.

Another approach translates the feature model into a constraint satisfaction problem and uses

the QuickXPlain algorithm to detect and explain anomalies [25, 21]. However, the constraint solver

has to be changed directly, while we provide an approach that can be used independently of any

solver. Their tool is implemented in SWI-Prolog, but the source code is not available. Since our

implementation is based on FeatureIDE, it uses Java and is freely available on GitHub. An approach

to detect and explain dead and false-optional features is also presented in [31]. The explanations are

given in natural language and seem to be rivaling our explanation length. Zaid et al. also focus on

the detection and explanation of dead features [42]. All three approaches are missing the explanation

of redundant constraints and a large evaluation. Felfernig et al. provide an approach that is able to

explain all anomaly types using the FastDiag and FMCore algorithms [19, 18, 17]. The explanations

are given in form of constraint sets and the feature models are written in the SXFM format of

S.P.L.O.T.. Similar to our approach, they are independent from underlying reasoning techniques.

Trinidad did a significant amount of work in this domain. In an early work, the focus lies on the

explanation of dead features [39]. This work is extended to all anomaly types and implemented in

FAMA [38, 37]. The evaluation of both approaches only includes small feature models. Emphasizing

important parts in explanations is not available. Kramer et al. add attributes to the feature model

and generate explanations during runtime. The approach is only viable for small or medium sized

feature models [24]. Osman et al. extend feature models by so called variation points, before an
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explanation is possible [14]. It was our goal to refrain from such extensions or to put additional

workload on the developer.

The problem of anomalies is also related to ifdefs in the C preprocessor. The most famous exam-

ple is the Linux kernel with 10000 features predominantly implemented with ifdefs. Tartler et al.

propose techniques to detect anomalies for this large-scale software system [34, 36, 35]. Even fixing

aspects in the Linux kernel is possible [41]. An application of our work to explain dead code in the

Linux kernel is imaginable.



7 Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm for explaining anomalies in feature models. It is able to explain all

types of anomalies by variating the input parameters while using the same generic process. An addi-

tional tracing of clauses to structural information of the feature model provides us with the means

to give the developer natural language explanations. The scalability is shown by analyzing several

large-scale feature models including an industrial one. In all cases, the explanation length stays

acceptable at the cost of a doubled computation time for the complete process. We implemented

our approach as part of the open-source framework FeatureIDE.

Regarding future work, the approach can be extended in several directions. The tooltip is only a

first step to support the developer. We plan to highlight the path in the actual feature model leading

to an anomaly. This visualization improves the comprehensibility of our explanations even further.

It is our goal to do a user study with the developers of the PPU to extend the results of our qualitative

analysis. We are currently working on an extension to multi software product lines to explain not

only anomalies but transitive constraints between the different feature models as well.
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